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Abstract

The study's objective was to develop a comprehensive definition for operational excellence (OE) while identifying its attributes, most suitable theoretical lens and dimensions. Attributes of OE were collected by evaluating 32 existing definitions of OE and interviewing 30 OE experts. A focus group interview with 15 OE experts was employed to consensus on the critical attributes and tentative dimensions of OE. Content analysis was employed for data analysis. Continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance, deriving sustainable competitive advantages and implementing the operation strategy consistently and reliably were determined as the critical attributes. Based on the identified critical attributes of OE, the Resource-Based Theory (RBT) was recognized as the most applicable theory for explaining OE. Based on the identified theoretical lens and identified critical attributes, the new definition of OE involves, ‘utilization of valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable resources & capabilities to execute the operations strategy consistently and reliably as the organization can achieve: a continuous improvement of the sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages while upholding the satisfaction of employees, customers, suppliers and other important stakeholders.’ Continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages were determined as the possible dimensions of OE.
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**Introduction**

Currently, the corporate sector is adopting philosophies like organizational/business excellence for delighting the customers while gaining sustainable competitive advantages. The journey of ‘organizational excellence’ requires adapting more systematic and structured ways for responding to the dynamics of the corporate environment and customer needs (BTOES Insight, 2019). Being operationally excellent is the crucial requirement for achieving organizational/business excellence. Hence, if an organization could be excellent in all its operations, the destination of organizational excellence is smoothly arrived (Govindsamy, 2014). Generally, operational excellence means the “execution of the business strategy more consistently and reliably than the competition, with lower operational risk, lower operating costs, and increased revenues relative to its competitor” (Seifert & Soto, 2013. p.68).

According to McKinsey & Company (2015), operational excellence is achieved through the application of various philosophies, tools and technique like lean, Total Quality Management, Six -Sigma, Just in Time and Process Re-engineering which mainly focus a change (gradual or radical change) of the existing way of doing the tasks in the organization. Reduction of lead time, optimized inventory turns, enhanced organizational performance, and competitive advantages are the key benefits expected by applying these operational excellence-oriented tools and techniques (McKinsey & Company, 2015). Thus, targeting such returns globally, the corporate sector is more enthusiastic about the operational excellence philosophy. Likewise, achieving operational excellence has become a global level, contemporary business trend. Nevertheless, the level of success of corporate efforts for reaching operational excellence frequently fails, and the level of operational excellence in the corporate sector worldwide does not exist at a satisfactory level. Thus, currently, operational excellence has become a trending research area. Even though the researchers in this field show a more eagerness on empirical papers, tiny consideration has been given to the conceptualization and scale development of the construct operational excellence (Found et al., 2018).

Contemporary literature on operational excellence, reveals that on some occasions, the term operational excellence has been defined in plausible phrases, such as ‘being world class’, ‘being the best globally’ or ‘excellence in everything we do’ which are hard to translate into practical actions. Also, it reveals that the construct, operational excellence, has often been poorly and vaguely defined (Aguilera & Ruiz, 2019; Found et al., 2018). Also, it seems that
operational excellence has received many contradictory interpretations by different scholars and practitioners. For example, Russell and Koch (2009) defined that “operational excellence is about attaining the maximum operational efficiency level through performing things better, faster, and cheaper”. Then according to Russell and Koch (2009), the sole focus of operational excellence is to improve the operational efficiency of an organization. While Aguilera and Ruiz (2019) defined that “operational excellence involves the organizational culture of a company, where employees can identify problems and solve them analytically”. It seems that according to Aguilera and Ruiz (2019), operational excellence targets an improved culture where problem-solving nicely happens. According to Seifert and Soto (2013), operational excellence is the execution of the business strategy more consistently and reliably than the competitors, with lesser operational risk, lesser operating costs, and amplified revenues comparative to its competitor. According to Seifert and Soto (2013), operational excellence is employed to derive competitive advantages too.

On some occasions, the term operational excellence has been defined more similar to organizational excellence. For example, ‘operational excellence is the constant and deliberate improvement of organizational performance and the conditions of those who work there to pursue operational excellence by design and not by accident'(Operational Excellence Society, 2020). Also, some researchers and practitioners define operational excellence as a state, while some define it as a process and strategy. For example, (1) ‘operational excellence is an organizational status “where each and every employee can see the flow of value to the customer and fix that flow before it breaks down’ (Duggan, 2011); (2) ‘operational excellence has also been described as a process where the organization or business focuses on the needs of the customers while consistently and continuously improving the current business activities being conducted in the workplace’ (Martin, 2015); (3) ‘operational excellence is defined as the strategy, organizations use to deliver quality, price, ease of purchase and service in such a manner that no other organization in the industry or sector can match’(Wiersema & Treacy, 1993). The other significant issue is the, lack of identification of theoretical domain of the construct operational excellence (Aguilera & Ruiz, 2019). Thus, most of the existing definitions on operational excellence does not represent the theoretical perspectives.

Concerning above dilemmas, research gaps were concluded as: the term OE is still lacking a comprehensive construct definition, the researchers in OE context are still uncertain on the exact theoretical lens & dimensions of the construct,
and researchers face challenging situations in conceptualizing and operationalizing this construct. Correspondently, the main aim of the current study was to develop a comprehensive construct definition for operational excellence while identifying the most critical attributes and suitable theoretical lens of this construct. Consequently, the objectives of the study were formulated: first to identify the critical attributes of OE construct, second to determine the suitable theoretical lens of the construct OE base on the identified attributes, third to develop the new construct definition for OE base on the identified theoretical lens & attributes, and finally to propose the suitable tentative dimensions of operational excellence.

**Literature Review**

*Distinguishing between ‘Operational’ and ‘Organizational’*

Distinguishing between these two terms is critical to distinguish between the operational excellence and organizational excellence. Simply the term “organizational” denotes the business structure, and “operational” denotes how things get done within that structure (LaMarco, 2019). When a business organization operates for achieving its goals, it has to perform a large number of different tasks. Those tasks are not performed by the organization's owner himself/herself or a single person. Organizations possess staff members or employees for performing those different tasks. Then organizations need to organize these tasks among the employees, in accomplishing tasks. Organizing the organizational tasks among staff/employees creates organizational structures and charts (LaMarco, 2019). Also, these structures explain the span of control of the organization. Then those structures create the organizations, and it is called the 'organizational'. Within the particular organizational structure, for achieving the organizational goals, the tasks need to be implemented as per the organizational structure defined or organized, and it is called the operational (Milano, 2021).

*Organizational Excellence*

As Mann, Mohammad and Agustin (2012) emphasized, organizational excellence is about ‘developing and strengthening the management systems, processes and operations of the whole organization to continuously improve organizational superior performance and create a better value for stakeholders. The ‘European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM) Excellence
Model’ which is also a protocol to explain the organizational excellence concerns the ‘leadership, people, strategy, partnerships, resources, processes, products & services, people result, customer results, society results and business results as the key aspects of operational excellence (EFQM, 2013). Shingo Institute (1988), which offers the Shingo Award on organizational excellence, has introduced ten core principles of organizational excellence: “respect every individual, lead with humility, seek perfection, embrace scientific thinking, focus on process, assure quality at the source, flow & pull value, think systemically, create constancy of purpose and create value for the customer”. When analyzing the aspects emphasized by these frameworks/models/awards on organizational excellence, it can be concluded that organizational excellence refers to an attainment which realizes through organization-wide continues superior performance. Thus, the emphasis on organizational/business excellence is much broader than focusing on a single area, function, process or operation of an organization.

Operational Excellence

Generally, operational excellence refers to the “execution of the business strategy more consistently and reliably than the competition, with lower operational risk, lower operating costs, and increased revenues relative to its competitor” (Seifert & Soto, 2013. p.68). Watson (2010) introduced operational excellence as “a critical driver for business success, a key part of the enterprise strategy and the systematic management of the five dimensions: process safety, environment, personal health & safety, reliability and efficiency to achieve world-class performance”. Wiersema and Treacy (1993), defined the term operational excellence as a specific strategic approach: to the production and delivery of products & services, which seeks ways to minimize overhead costs, to eliminate intermediate production steps, reduce transaction and other friction costs, and optimize business processes across functional and organizational boundaries to deliver the products or services to customers at competitive prices and with minimal inconvenience. As per this definition (which is a much early definition of operational excellence), operational excellence mainly links with the production & delivery process and primarily focuses only on efficiency in these processes. Nevertheless, modern definitions of operational excellence focus on the continuous improvement of all the operations within an organization, concerning that every operation of the organization is vital to delighting customers and achieving competitive advantages (BTOES Insight, 2019).
Existing Theories on Operational Excellence

The Scientific Management Theory

The Scientific Management Theory was invented by Fredrick Winslow Taylor (1890-1940), and it is often called “Taylorism”. The focus of the Scientific Management Theory is to increase the production within an organization by increasing the productivity of the individuals. Taylor always intended one best way to accomplish a task of an organization. Also, Taylor’s focus was on repetitive, routine tasks - rather than dynamic, problem-solving activities. Thus, this theory proposes to make specifications for each regular task of the organization. The theory assumed that if the tasks could be standardized, they could be made more efficient. Also, the theory proposed an awarding and punishment mechanism to improve the efficiency of individuals. Employees with improved efficiency are rewarded, and employees who cannot reach the targeted efficiency are punished (Wren & Bedeian, 2009).

The Transformational Leadership Theory

Many researchers who focused on the antecedents of operational excellence have utilized the Transformation Leadership Theory for explaining the link between leadership and operational excellence. The Transformational Leadership Theory emphasizes how leaders make valued and constructive change in their followers. As per the theory, transformational leaders can inspire followers toward action and change. James MacGregor Burns (1978) first introduced the concepts of transformational leadership in his studies on political leaders. Currently, this concept is widely used in organizational studies also. The ideal target of transformational leadership is to create a valuable and positive change in the followers to develop followers into the leaders’ level or beyond. Transformational leadership is possible to enhance the motivation, morale and performance of followers through connecting individual followers' self to the mission of the organization; being a role model for followers that inspires them; challenging followers to take greater ownership for their work, and understanding the strengths and weaknesses of followers (Bass, 1998).

The Resource-Based Theory

The Resource-Based Theory (RBT), an extensively accepted theory of competitive advantages and superior firm performance, primarily explains the interaction between a company's internal resources/operational capabilities and competitive advantages (Spanos & Lioukas, 2001). The RBT emerged in the
1980s and 1990s, with the critical contributions of Wernerfelt (1984) (“The Resource-Based View of the Firm”), Prahalad and Hamel (1990) (“The Core Competence of The Corporation”) and Barney, (1991) (“Firm resources and sustained competitive advantage”). The theory grounded on two major assumptions of heterogeneous and immobility of organizational resources. The assumption of heterogeneous means that skills, capabilities and other resources which an organization possesses differ from one organization to another. The second assumption of RBT emphasizes that organizations internal resources are immobile and do not transfer from one organization to another, in short-run. Thus, it assumes that competitors cannot imitate the companies’ resources & strategies in the short run. Barney (1991), argued that heterogeneous and immobile resources alone is not enough to achieve competitive advantage and introduced the VRIN framework (that scrutinizes whether resources are valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable), which describes the characteristics that resources should possess in order to enable competitive advantages. According to this model, ‘valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable resources generate the sustainable competitive advantage.

**Methodology**

The study followed the qualitative research approach with qualitative research design. Here, as the main data collection methods the researcher employed document reading (research papers, books, web articles), unstructured interviews and focus group interviews. While content analysis and thematic analysis were utilized for data analysis. Then employing moderators, the validity of the new definition was confirmed. Following section explain these research methods with more details.

As the starting point in the definition development process, the researcher required to ascertain the attributes of this construct. The researcher attained this purpose through reading documents like research articles, books and web articles and unstructured interviews. For collecting research articles, online databases like Willy Online Library, Scopus, EBSCO, Taylor and Francis, Emerald Insight, JSTOR, Web of Science, Science Direct and Directory of Open Access Journals were referred under the key word ‘operational excellence’ and focused time period was from 2005 to 2020. Through document reading, the researcher could collect 32 existing definitions on OE. For unstructured interviews the researcher drew 30 international and national experts on operational excellence, following the purposive sampling technique.
Interviews were conducted online using the ‘Zoom’ software. The composition of the experts’ sample were 10 academics, 7 consultants and 13 top level managers who works for development of operational excellence. Also, out the 30 experts, 13 were from international and 17 were from Sri Lanka. The international experts represented countries: United Kingdom, Australia, Japan, Singapore, Vietnam, USA, India, France, New Zealand, China, Spain, Brazil, Canada.

After the data collection, the researcher employed the content analysis for deriving key themes (through developing open codes and axial codes) of each operational excellence definition. Then, thematic analysis was performed to derive the themes of interview records. Content analysis involves a data analysis method employed to recognize patterns in ‘recorded communication’ (Saunders et al., 2009). Content analysis can be utilized for any type of written text, no matter of from where the text comes (Sekaran & Bougie, 2010). It means, for conduct the content analysis, data can be collected systematically, using any form of data collection methods (written, oral, or visual): deep interviews, focus group interviews (Golsater et al., 2011), one single written question (Bengtsson et al. 2007), open-ended questionnaire, observations of situations, pictures and films (Krippendorff, 2004) (as cited in Bengtsson, 2016). Content analysis may be in quantitative or qualitative type. In these both types of content analysis, the researcher categorizes or develop codes, themes, and concepts within the text (first identify the codes, then themes and concepts are developed through categorizing/grouping the codes). Thematic analysis is a qualitative data analysis technique that mainly employed for data which collected through interviews and focus group interviews. It identifies the patterns of data sets to derive the themes. Here the researcher’s subjective experience plays a crucial role (Saunders et al., 2009).

Subsequently, the researchers conducted a focus group interview for evaluating the identified themes and come into a consensus on the critical attributes of operational excellence. The focus group interview consisted of 15-members (5 academics and 10 practitioners on operational excellence in Sri Lankan context). Members for the focus group discussion were drawn purposively (base on expertise), and it was conducted online using the ‘Zoom’ software. Afterwards, the researcher determined the key attributes of operational excellence and the theoretical lens/domain of the construct operational excellence based on these attributes. Next, the new definition was developed, being in the identified theoretical domain while integrating the identified critical
attributes. Ultimately the validity of the new definition was ensured, employing the qualitative, validity methods. One of the critical techniques of establishing the validity and reliability of qualitative data comprises selecting a skilled moderator. Primarily, employing a moderator will support overcoming the personal bias of the data analysis. Thus, the researcher employed three moderators who are academic experts in the operational excellence field to evaluate the new definition. Ultimately the definition was revised based on the reviews and recommendations of these moderators.

Results and Discussion

Identification of Attributes in the Construct Operational Excellence

Table 1 concisely exhibits 32 definitions on operational excellence which were collected through referring research papers, books and web articles. Also, it summarizes the key themes emphasized in each of these definitions.

Table 1: Operational Excellence Definitions and Theme Identification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Key themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 ‘Operational excellence is defined as the “constant and deliberate improvement of an organization’s performance and the conditions of those who work there to pursue operational excellence by design and not by accident.”’</td>
<td>(Operational Excellence Society, 2020)</td>
<td>1. Continuous improvement of operational performance 2. Maintaining better partnerships</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 “Operational excellence is a mindset, philosophy and lifestyle helping organizations to constantly improve their work processes and performing better each time based on past experience and breakthrough ideas. It is fueled by distinct operational enablers and performance drivers: cost, profitability, efficiency, reliability and safety facilitated through a comprehensive system of processes aimed at making a difference in the core business”</td>
<td>(Yeo, 2019)</td>
<td>1. Continues improvement in operational performance measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 ‘Operational excellence involves the “organizational culture of a company, where employees have the ability to’</td>
<td>(Aguilera &amp; Ruiz, 2019)</td>
<td>1. Employee satisfaction 2. Customer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A COMPREHENSIVE DEFINITION FOR ‘OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE’</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>“Achieving operational excellence requires the successful implementation of a business execution system that effectively and seamlessly integrates the four building blocks: strategy deployment, performance management, process excellence and high-performance work teams.”</td>
<td>(Wurtzel, 2019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>“Operational excellence provides tools and a framework to enable for people in the organization to operationalize the change or transformation”</td>
<td>(Carvalho et. al., 2017)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>“Operational excellence is an approach that managers follow to achieve world-class performance level by integrating their firm’s people, processes and tools”.</td>
<td>(Shehadeh et al., 2016a)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Operational excellence is achieved through “supreme control of assets concerning probable effects on environment and measures of safety like: reducing energy and material consumption; balancing assets availability and utilization and empowering people for their maximum performance.”</td>
<td>(Owusu &amp; Sarkodie, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>“Operational excellence is the continuously pursuit of better performance and effectiveness in all dimension of the organization”.</td>
<td>(Park, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>“Operational excellence spreads”</td>
<td>(Schmiedel, 2016)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number</td>
<td>Statement</td>
<td>Source</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 10    | “Operational excellence is not for perfection but to achieve the superior performance and profits by using a systematic approach which is focusing on people and implement the changes by involving customers, constantly innovating, operation continuous improvement and moving at optimal speed.” | (Park, 2016)                               | 1. Customer satisfaction  
2. Continuous improvement of operational performance  
3. Employee satisfaction |
| 11    | “Operational excellence is a systematic approach to achieve world-class performance in productivity, quality and delivery of services and/or products with the objective to achieve superior results, lead time and to reduce the waste.” | (Susanti, Dachyar and Yadrifi, 2015)        | 1. Improving operational performance measures (efficiency and effectiveness)  
2. Competitive advantages  
3. Customer satisfaction  
4. Focus on business strategy |
| 12    | “An organization’s operating excellence which linked with organizational efficiency & effectiveness is the state of any business organizations that is achieved through the development of the product and service development and distributions through the inception of continuous improvement methodologies for the satisfaction of customers” | (Ojha, 2015)                               | 1. Improving operational performance measures (efficiency, effectiveness)  
2. Customer satisfaction |
<p>| 13    | “Operational excellence emphasizes on the performance of internal operations of a company where the excellence will prove quality improvement, flexibility | (Susanti, Dachyar &amp; Yadrifi 2015)          | 1. Improving operational performance (quality, flexibility, delivery, |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Key Points</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 14  | “Operational excellence has also been described as a process where the organization or business focuses on the needs of the customers while consistently and continuously improving the current business activities being conducted in the workplace.” | Martin, 2015    | 1. Customer satisfaction  
2. Continuous improvement of operational performance |
| 15  | “Operational excellence is an organizational management system that: increases the competitive edge of the business, profitability through increased efficiencies, maximizes returns from investment in assets, utilizes best practices, develops a competent and empowered work force (including leaders), strives for continuous improvement and quality & customer focused”. | Govindsamy, 2014 | 1. Competitive advantages  
2. Customer satisfaction  
3. Continuous improvement of operational performance |
| 16  | ‘Operational excellence is both managing day to day operations with efficiency and foster continuous improvement | Fok-Yew, 2014   | 1. Improving operational performance measures (Efficiency)  
2. Continuous improvement of operational performance measures |
| 17  | “Operational excellence is not only to improve quality and cost reduction, but also being smart about how to tackle people and use resources and it requires good leadership, solid change management ability, culture of continuous improvement and employees’ empowerment.” | Fok-Yew, Ahmad & Baharin, 2013 | 1. Employee satisfaction  
2. Continuous improvement of operational performance measures (cost, quality) |
| 18  | “Operational Excellence is the execution of the business strategy more consistently and reliably than the | Seifert & Soto, 2013 | 1. Focus on the business strategy  
2. Improving |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competitors, with lower operational risk, lower operating costs, and increased revenues relative to its competitor.</th>
<th>Operational performance measures 3. Competitive advantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>19 Operational excellence composes of conditions: “(1) unity of senior leadership in driving excellence, (2) commitment and engagement of every member of the organization, (3) clear, well defined and communicated organizational strategy (4) ongoing process improvement together with self-assessment and (5) the use of information and data analysis”</td>
<td>(Brown, 2013) 1. Employee satisfaction 2. Focus on the strategy 3. Continuous improvement of operational performance measures 4. Scientific decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20 ‘Operational excellence strategically focusses on maximizing the value for customers through operations with the support of strong leadership, the power of people, the use of industry best practice and the application of value-added technologies.</td>
<td>(Sutton, 2012) 1. Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21 Operational excellence is supported by “operational practices that focus on right first time – optimization of production processes, high efficiency – productivity, and effectiveness of processes – and customer and market orientation”</td>
<td>(Lu et al., 2011) 1. Improving operational performance measures 2. Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22 Operational excellence is an organizational status “where each and every employee can see the flow of value to the customer and fix that flow before it breaks down.”</td>
<td>(Duggan, 2011) 1. Employee satisfaction 2. Customer satisfaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23 “Operational excellence is a management system which focus to increase its competitiveness through world leading operations performance. This is achieved by integrating people, processes and tools. The gain in competitive advantage is through improved cash flow, return on assets</td>
<td>(Ifeanyichukwu, 2010) 1. Competitive advantage 2. Improving operational performance measures</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Operational Excellence Definition

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Page</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Key Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Operational excellence is a critical driver for business success and a key part of the enterprise strategy and is defined as the “systematic management of the five dimensions: process safety, environment, personal safety and health, reliability and efficiency to achieve world-class performance”.</td>
<td>(Watson, 2010)</td>
<td>1. Improving operational performance measures 2. Competitive advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>‘Operational excellence is an approach to achieve “world class performance” in productivity, quality and delivery of products and services and empowers organizations to achieve a “continuous improvement culture, service excellence, customer orientation, customer satisfaction and operational efficiency”’.</td>
<td>(Cesarotti &amp; Spada, 2009)</td>
<td>1. Improving operational performance measures 2. Competitive advantages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>“Operational excellence is about reaching the height of operational efficiency through doing things better, faster, and cheaper”.</td>
<td>(Russell &amp; Koch, 2009)</td>
<td>1. Improving operational performance measures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>“Operational excellence needs the dynamic capability to realize effective and efficient core processes in the value creation chain utilizing technological, cultural and organizational factors in an integrative way and based on the respective strategy.”</td>
<td>(Gleich &amp; Sauter, 2008)</td>
<td>1. Improving operational performance measures (efficiency and effectiveness)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>‘Operational excellence is a philosophy of “leadership, teamwork and problem solving” resulting in “continuous improvement” throughout the organization by focusing on the needs of the customer, empowering employees and optimizing existing activities in the process’</td>
<td>(Liker, 2004)</td>
<td>1. Continues improvement of operational performance measures (efficiency and effectiveness) 2. Customer satisfaction 3. Employee satisfaction (empowerment of employees)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
29 “Operational excellence strategies support business strategies of overall cost leadership through total cost reduction, efficient and reliable supply, and high levels of basic service”

(Morash, 2001) 1. Improving operational performance measures (cost, efficiency, reliability)
2. Competitive advantages (through cost leadership)

30 ‘Operational excellence requires “4 Ps: excellent people, who establish excellent partnerships (with suppliers, customers and society) in order to achieve excellent processes (key business processes and management processes) to produce excellent products, which are able to delight the customers.”

(Dahlgaard & Dahlgaard, 1999) 1. Customer satisfaction
2. Employee satisfaction
3. Improving operational performance measures
4. Maintaining better partnerships

31 “A specific strategic approach to the production and delivery of products and services which seeks ways to minimize overhead costs, to eliminate intermediate production steps, reduce transaction and other friction costs, and to optimize business processes across functional and organizational boundaries with the aim of delivering the products or services to customers at competitive prices and with minimal inconvenience”.

(Wiersema & Treacy, 1993) 1. Improving operational performance measures (Cost, Efficiency)
2. Competitive advantages
3. Customer satisfaction

32 ‘Operational excellence is defined as the “strategy organizations use to deliver quality, price, ease of purchase and service in such a manner that no other organization in the industry or sector can match.”

(Wiersema & Treacy, 1993) 1. Competitive advantages
2. Improving operational performance measures (efficiency, effectiveness)

Performing content analysis for 32 definitions and interview records of 30 experts on operational excellence (OE), the researchers identified nine themes that comprised in the construct ‘operational excellence’. Table 2 summarizes these key themes mentioning the relevant
A COMPREHENSIVE DEFINITION FOR ‘OPERATIONAL EXCELLENCE’

researchers/authors/practitioners/professional organizations and number of interviewees who emphasized the particular theme.

Table 2: Summary of Key Themes of Operational Excellence Definitions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Key themes</th>
<th>Authors/researchers/practitioners of the definition and interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Continuous improvement of operational performance (measures)</td>
<td>-(Yeo, 2019; Fok-Yew, 2014; Liker, 2004; Carvalho et. al., 2017; Brown, 2013; Operational Excellence Society, 2020; Fok-Yew et al., 2013; Govindsamy, 2014; Martin, 2015; Park, 2016) -21 Interviewees out of 30 interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Environmental performance</td>
<td>-(Owusu &amp; Sarkodie, 2016) -10 Interviewees out of 30 interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Improvement of operational performance</td>
<td>-(Morash, 2001; Wiersema &amp; Treacy, 1993; Ojha, 2015; Russell &amp; Koch, 2009; Fok-Yew, 2014; Cesarotti &amp; Spada, 2009; Park, 2016; Lu et al., 2011; Watson, 2010; Seifert &amp; Soto, 2013; Gleich &amp; Sauter, 2008; Dahlgaard &amp; Dahlgaard, 1999; Susanti et al., 2015; Wiersema &amp; Treacy, 1993; Schmiedel et al., 2016; Susanti et al., 2015; Wurtzel, 2019; Owusu &amp; Sarkodie, 2016) -25 Interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Integration of resources/capabilities</td>
<td>-(Shehadeh et al., 2016; Wurtzel, 2019) -14 Interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Deriving sustainable competitive advantages</td>
<td>-(Morash, 2001; Wiersema &amp; Treacy, 1993; Shehadeh et al., 2016; Ifeanyichukwu, 2010; Cesarotti &amp; Spada, 2009; Watson, 2010; Seifert &amp; Soto, 2013; Susanti et al., 2015; Wiersema &amp; Treacy, 1993; Govindsamy, 2014) -26 Interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Focus on the business strategy</td>
<td>-(Seifert &amp; Soto, 2013; Susanti et al., 2015; Brown, 2013; Wurtzel, 2019) -22 Interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Employee satisfaction</td>
<td>-(Liker, 2004; Duggan, 2011.; Aguilera &amp; Ruiz, 2019; Dahlgaard &amp; Dahlgaard, 1999; Brown, 2013; Yew et al., 2013; Park, 2016) -12 Interviewees</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Customer satisfaction</td>
<td>-(Wiersema &amp; Treacy, 1993; Ojha, 2015; Liker, 2004; Lu et al., 2011; Duggan, 2011.; Sutton, 2011; Aguilera &amp; Ruiz, 2019; Dahlgaard &amp; Dahlgaard, 1999; Schmiedel et al., 2016; 2014; Govindsamy, 2014; Martin, 2015; Park, 2016)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maintaining better partnerships and relationships with key stakeholders

(Dahlgaard & Dahlgaard, 1999; Susanti et al., 2015; Operational Excellence Society, 2020; Schmiedel et al., 2016)

Based on the consensus of experts in focus group interview, these nine themes were further summarized into three themes as follows.

1. Continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance measures
2. Deriving sustainable competitive advantages
3. Implementation of the operation strategy consistently and reliably ensuring the involvement and satisfaction of employees, suppliers, customers and other stakeholders

Finally, the researchers determined these three themes as the key attributes of the construct of OE.

**Most Suitable Theory/Theories to Explain the Construct Operational Excellence**

Currently, a well-established theory is not available for explaining operational excellence construct Saeed et al. 2020; Wahab et al. 2019a; Boya & Rao 2019; Ahmad et al. 2018; Boya & Rao, 2018). Refers to existing studies on operational excellence (OE) from 2005 to 2020, the Scientific Management Theory (Urick, Adams & Smith, 2017), Transformational Leadership Theory (Sriyakul et al., 2019; Ahmad et al., 2018; Fok-Yew & Ahmad, 2014) and Resource Based Theory (Wahab, Ismail & Muhayiddin, 2019a; Fok-Yew & Ahmad, 2014) were identified as the frequently used theories in OE research context.

The focus of Scientific Management Theory is to increase the productivity within an organization by increasing the productivity of the individuals. The theory focuses on repetitive, routine tasks - rather than dynamic, problem-solving activities for improving productivity. Even though other researchers utilized the Scientific Management Theory in the operational excellence context, the researchers concluded that the Scientific Management Theory is not sufficient to explain the construct operational excellence. Because it does not focus on the key themes/attributes of the concept of operational excellence like:
continuous improvement of the operational performance, sustainable competitive advantages and satisfaction of the employees, customers and other stakeholders, but its sole focus is to improve efficiency. Nevertheless, being efficient is only one condition for operational excellence.

The Transformational Leadership Theory has been employed by some researchers in the operational excellence research context. The ideal target of transformational leadership is to create a valuable and positive change in the followers with the ultimate goal of developing followers into leaders. Here, the researchers conclude that Transformational Leadership Theory also not sufficient to explain operational excellence since its primary concern is to make a positive change of the followers for improving the performance. Leadership has been identified as an essential antecedent of operational excellence. Thus, this theory is suitable to explain the antecedents of operational excellence but not the attributes of operational excellence.

The Resource-Based Theory is an extensively accepted theory of competitive advantages and superior firm performance, primarily explaining how the company’s internal resources contribute to developing competitive advantages and superior firm performance (Spanos & Lioukas, 2001) while ensuring employees' and customers' satisfaction. The Resource-Based Theory focuses on improving superior performance, achieving competitive advantages while delighting employees and customers. When analyzing the key attributes of operational excellence: continuous improvement of operational performance, competitive advantages and employee & customer satisfaction, the RBT can be identified as the most suitable theory for explaining operational excellence because the aims of the RBT and operational excellence are going in the same direction. According to the key assumptions of the RBT, organizations can achieve competitive advantages only when the resources of that particular organization are rich in the conditions: heterogeneity and immobility (Spanos & Lioukas, 2001). The assumption of heterogeneous means that ‘skills, capabilities and other resources which an organization possess differ from one organization to another. Then, the assumption immobility means that resources do not transfer from one organization to another, in short-run. Thus, it assumes that competitors cannot imitate company's resources & strategies in the short run. As per these assumptions, an organization can receive competitive advantages since the heterogeneity is long lasting when the resources immobility is fulfilled (Spanos & Lioukas, 2001).
Then, providing an extension for the RBT, Barney (1991) argued that heterogeneous and immobile resources alone is not enough to achieve competitive advantage and introduced the VRIN framework (that scrutinizes whether resources are valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable), which describes the characteristics, resources should possess in order to enable competitive advantages. According to this model, ‘valuable, rare, imperfectly imitable and non-substitutable resources generate the sustainable competitive advantage. The ‘value’ of resources involves the ability of the resource to defuse threats and support the company to internalize opportunities in the business environment, i.e., a resource is valuable if it empowers a company to articulate and implement strategies that improve productivity. The rareness of a resource implies that rivals do not have access to a particular resource or have minimal access. Resources are concerned as inimitable if those particular resources can’t be obtained from competing businesses. If an ideal resource cannot substitute by any other resource, that particular resource is considered as not substitutable. Here, the value and rarity of resources are essential requirements for reaching competitive advantages. However, resources should be inimitable and not substitutable for accomplishing sustainable competitive advantages (Barney, 1991).

**The New Definition for the Construct Operational Excellence**

Aligning the theoretical principles of RBT and identified attributes the researchers defined the construct operational excellence as follows.

“Achieving the continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages through the utilization of resources which are valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable in a manner upholding the satisfaction of employees, customers, suppliers and other important stakeholders”.

For ensuring the validity of the new definition, it was presented to three moderators who possessed a sound knowledge of operational excellence. Based on the given comments of the moderators, the above definition was finalized as follows.

“Utilization of valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable resources and capabilities to execute the operations strategy consistently and reliably as the organization can achieve: a continuous improvement of the sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages while
upholding the satisfaction of employees, customers, suppliers and other important stakeholders”.

**Interpretation of the New Construct Definition of Operational Excellence and Identification of Key Dimensions of the Construct Operational Excellence**

The new definition for operational excellence developed by the researchers focuses on the process perspective. Accordingly, key inputs for operational excellence involve the valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable resources and capabilities. Here, the ‘value’ of a resource involves the ability of the resource to defuse threats and support the company to internalize opportunities in the business environment, i.e., a resource is valuable if it empowers a company to articulate and implement strategies that improve the productivity. The rareness of a resource implies that rivals do not have access to a particular resource or have minimal access. As per the theory, valuable resources which are not rare will not generate competitive advantages. For achieving competitive advantages, a resource should be both valuable and rare. Though it does not mean that valuable, but not rare resources are useless to a company. A company will undergo competitive disadvantages in the absence of exploit valuable resources (Barney & Clark, 2007). Resources are concerned as inimitable if those particular resources cannot be obtained from competing businesses. If an ideal resource cannot substitute by any other resource, that particular resource is considered as not substitutable. Here, the value and rarity of resources are essential requirements for reaching competitive advantages. However, resources should be inimitable and not substitutable for accomplishing sustainable competitive advantages (Barney, 1991).

The key outputs involve the continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages, here continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance’ refers to continuously improving the operational performance, which addresses the triple bottom lines performance: the economic, social and environmental performance. Then sustainable competitive advantages refer, the company should receive the competitive advantages continuously. Whereas, inputs should be converted into outputs, ensuring the satisfaction of employees, customers and other essential stakeholders while aligning with the existing operations strategy of the company consistently and reliably. Executing the operations strategy consistently and reliability’ involves that operations strategy should be implemented a defined or intended way continuously. Thus, the organization should improve sustainable
operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages by implementing the defined operations strategy by the strategic/top management. In other words, the company's defined operations strategy works as a constraint for the operational excellence efforts.

Some attributes in the definition like: implementation of operations strategy consistently and continuously and employee, customer and other essential stakeholder satisfaction includes within the dimension operational performance (Filippini et al., 1998). Thus, to represent all these attributes the dimension continuous improvement of operational performance is suggested by the experts in the focus group interview. While sustainable competitive advantages were proposed as the other dimension of the construct operational excellence. Actually, these two dimensions are the output attributes of this new definition.

Operational Excellence vs. Organizational Excellence

Operational excellence is connected with the operations strategy. It is achieved by implementing the operations strategy. Therefore, operations strategy is the crucial point to differentiate operational excellence and organizational excellence. Organizational excellence is achieved through implementing the organizational strategy. Thus, organizational excellence targets at the organizational level, while operational excellence targets at the operational level. The term ‘organizational excellence’ focuses on attaining excellence in the whole things that an organization does, counting business results, leadership, strategy, customer focus, information management, people and processes (Mann, Mohammad & Agustin, 2012). Meanwhile, as characterized by the European Foundation for Quality Management (EFQM), organizational/business excellence means accomplishing business results through outstanding practices of business management, aligning with eight crucial concepts: “results orientation, customer focus, leadership & consistency of purpose, management by processes & facts, people development & involvement, continuous learning, innovation & improvement, partnership development and public responsibility” (European Foundation for Quality Management - EFQM, 2013). Thus, the emphasis on organizational/business excellence is much broader than focusing on a single area, function, process or operation of an organization. In achieving organizational/business excellence, being operationally excellent is a crucial requirement. If the organization could be excellent in all the operations, the destination of organizational excellence is smoothly arrived (Goswami, 2017).
Comparison of the New Definition with the Existing Definitions of Operational Excellence

According to Wurtzel (2019), accomplishing operational excellence (OE) requires “integrating strategy deployment, performance management, process excellence and elite work teams”. He has emphasized the essence of integration of strategy, process and people for achieving OE. However, this definition lacks the most crucial output attributes of OE: competitive advantages and continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance. Cesarotti & Spada (2009) defined, that OE enables an enterprise and its leadership to continuously improve performance through proper decision-making, ongoing investment, customer services and human resources capabilities. Nevertheless, their definition has given less attention to the attribute ‘sustainable competitive advantages. Yeo (2019) defines OE as a mindset, philosophy, and lifestyle that helps organizations endlessly advance their processes and perform better every time based on experience and breakthrough ideas. However, this definition also has missed the attribute, competitive advantages. According to Yeo (2019), performance measures: cost, profitability, efficiency, reliability and safety are targeted through the OE and inclusive system of processes which creates a difference in the core business are essential for improving these measures. This definition also has given less attention to competitive advantages. In addition, Fok-Yew (2014) has defined operational excellence as an approach to managing day to day operations with efficiency and foster continuous improvement. Though this definition focuses on operational efficiency and continuous operational performance improvement, the importance of competitive advantages has been missed.

Russell & Koch (2009) outlines, OE is about attaining a higher level of operational efficiency through doing things better, faster, and cheaper. Here, the sole focus is given on operational efficiency and attributes: continuous improvement of operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages are lacking. Ojha (2015) defines that OE is a function of organizational efficiency and effectiveness. The weakness of this definition is poor focus on the attributes: competitive advantages and continuous improvement of operational performance. Owusu and Sarkodie (2016) view that organizations can accomplish OE through maximum utilization of assets while concerning on the natural environment and health and safety measures. This definition has concerned environmental and social aspects as critical attribute of OE. But the weakness is poor focus on the essential attributes: competitive
advantages and continuous operational performance improvement. Shehadeh et al. (2016) introduced OE as an approach that is followed to achieve a world-class performance level by integrating the people, processes and tools. However, focus on the attributes: sustainable competitive advantages and continuous improvement of operational performance are lacking in this definition as well.

Govindsamy (2014) perceives operational excellence as an organizational management system that raises the business's competitive edge through increased efficiencies, higher returns on investment in best practices, a capable and empowered workforce, continuous improvement, and focus on quality and customer. Nevertheless, less focus has been given on the importance of implementing operational activities aligning with the operations strategy, which represents the organizational strategy. Meanwhile, as Seifert and Soto (2013) describe, operational excellence means the consistent and reliable execution of the business strategy than the competitors. Here consistently and reliably denotes that the execution of the business strategy should happen on the projected way, continuously. However, this definition has given less attention to the continuous improvement of operational performance and does not mention the way of execution and what type of resources are used to execute the operations strategy.

According to Morash (2001), operational excellence strategies facilitate overall cost leadership through total cost reduction, efficient and reliable supply, and high basic service levels. In this definition, the focus has been given only to cost leadership, which is one of the requirements to achieve operational excellence, and most of the essential attributes of operational excellence are not represented. Wiersema and Treacy (1993) defined, OE as an exact strategic approach to the production and delivery of products and services, to eliminate intermediate production steps, reduce transaction and other friction costs, and optimize business processes across functional and organizational boundaries to deliver the products/services to customers at a competitive price. They have given the priority only to the production & delivery efficiency and competitive prices. Nevertheless, this definition has given a less concern on the effectiveness, continuous improvement, and being consistent with the operations strategy. Park (2016) defined operational excellence as the continuous search for better performance and effectiveness in all organizations’ dimensions. As per this definition, the main focus of operational excellence is the continuous improvement of organizational performance. However, this definition has failed
to address the attributes: competitive advantages and strategic consistency. While, Liker (2004) considered operational excellence as a philosophy of leadership, teamwork and problem solving resulting in continuous improvement throughout the organization by focusing on the customer's needs, empowering employees and optimizing existing activities in the process. However, this definition has given a less attention to the competitive advantages and strategic consistency. Lu, Betts, and Croom (2011), defined that operational excellence is supported by operational practices that focus on the right first time, optimization of production processes, high efficiency, productivity & effectiveness of processes and customer & market orientation. As per their definition, operational excellence is achieved through operational practices of the organization, and key outcomes are quality, productivity and customer satisfaction. Nevertheless, this definition has failed to address the most important attributes: competitive advantages, strategic consistency, and continuous operational performance improvement.

According to Duggan (2011), operational excellence is an organizational status where “every employee can see the flow of value to the customer and fix that flow before it breaks down”. Even though this definition is less operationalized, at a glance, this definition means that operational excellence can be achieved mainly through satisfied internal employees. However, for operational excellence, other attributes like focus on continuous improvement of operational performance, aligning with operational strategy and competitive advantages are also important. As per Sutton (2011), operational excellence strategically focuses on maximizing the value for customers through operations with the support of strong leadership, the power of people, the use of industry best practice, and the application of value-add technologies. Here, Sutton mentions that customer satisfactions is the main aim of OE and continuous improvement of operational performance, aligning with operational strategy and competitive advantages are mistreated. Gleich and Sauter (2008) stated that dynamic capabilities and integration of technological, cultural & organizational factors as the key inputs and efficiency & effectiveness as the key output of operational excellence. However, this definition does not focus on the attributes: continuous improvement of the operational performance and competitive advantages. As per Aguilera and Ruiz (2019), operational excellence involves a company's organizational culture, where employees can identify problems and solve them analytically to satisfy the customers. However, this definition has overlooked on the continuous improvement of operational performance and competitive advantages. As defined by Carvalho et al. (2017), operational excellence
provides tools and a framework to enable people to operationalize the change or transformation. As per this definition, the key outcome of operational excellence is change or transformation. This definition is impossible to explain the nature of the transformation that should be happened. Also, the definition lacks most of the attributes: competitive advantages, continuous improvement of operational performance and consistency with the strategy. Dahlgaard and Dahlgaard-Park (1999) explains that OE targets the integration among employees, external partnerships (customers, suppliers, society), processes and products to ultimately satisfy the external customers. Nevertheless, they have overlooked on the competitive advantages and continuous improvement of operational performance.

According to Susanti, Dachyar and Yadrifi (2015), operational excellence is a systematic approach to achieve world-class performance in productivity, quality and delivery of services and products to achieve superior results, lead time and reduce waste. Essentially, as this definition emphasizes, the key outcomes of operational excellence are the productivity, quality and status of distribution. However, the definition shows some repetitive terms because the term productivity included the term quality also. Further, the definition has not focused on competitive advantages and continuous improvement of operational performance. As stated by Brown, (2013), organizational leadership, clear organizational strategy, employee engagement, continuous improvement and scientific decision making are the main conditions of OE. This definition emphasizes the antecedents or conditions that affect operational excellence rather than the outcomes of the operational excellence. As stated by Operational Excellence Society, 2020, operational excellence is the constant and deliberate improvement of an organization’s performance and the conditions of those who work there to pursue operational excellence by design and not by accident. This definition has equalized operational excellence with organizational excellence. Providing a broader concern on OE, Schmiedel, Brocke, and Uhl (2016) stated that OE spreads beyond the organization’s shop-floor, incorporating the whole supply chain, optimizing processes among the organization, suppliers and customers. Here the short come is poor focus on the output attributes: competitive advantages, continuous improvement of operational performance, employee and customer satisfaction. According to Susanti, Dachyar, & Yadrifi (2015), OE stresses an organization’s internal operations in terms of quality, flexibility, delivery, productivity, cost, and waste. As per their explanation, OE has a narrow focus only on the internal operational performance measures and it neglects the competitive advantages and continuous improvement of operational
performance. Martin (2015) explained that OE is a process in which the organization or business focuses on the customers' needs while consistently and continuously improving the current business activities being conducted in the workplace. This definition has neglected the importance of competitive advantages solely focusing on customer satisfaction and the continuous improvement of operational performance. As Park (2016) stated superior performance and profit is the key concerns of the operational excellence and it is achieved through customer involvement, innovations, change management and continuous improvement. Here focus on competitive advantages is not clear because sometimes superior performance means being good compared to the previous period.

**Conclusion**

The main aim of the current study was to develop a comprehensive construct definition for operational excellence and identify the most suitable dimensions of this construct and determine the most suitable theoretical domain of OE. Continuous improvement of sustainable operational performance measures, deriving sustainable competitive advantages and implementation of the operation strategy consistently and reliably ensuring the involvement and satisfaction of employees, suppliers, customers and other stakeholders were the main themes that were identified through existing operational excellence definitions, expert interviews, and focus group interviews. Thus, the researchers concluded these three themes as the key attributes of the concept of operational excellence. Refers to these attributes, the Resource-Based Theory (RBT) was concluded as the most applicable theory (theoretical lens) for explaining the construct operational excellence. The new construct definition of operational excellence was developed as, “utilization of valuable, rare, costly to imitate and non-substitutable resources & capabilities to execute the operations strategy consistently and reliably as the organization can achieve: a continuous improvement of the sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages while upholding the satisfaction of employees, customers, suppliers and other important stakeholders”. Ultimately, the researchers concluded that continuous improvement of the sustainable operational performance and sustainable competitive advantages as the two main dimensions of the construct operational excellence.
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